
Red Class - Our Learning 
 

 

                       English 
This term, we’ve been planning and writing a range of non -fiction 
texts including; newspaper reports, non -chronological reports, fact 
files and letters. We have also been covering Year 4 grammar in 
detail, in line with the new curriculum expectations. Our first book of 
the term is called Amazing Animals of the Sea, which is a non -fiction 
book. We’ve enjoyed researching and planning work around sea 
creatures and learning fantastic facts along the way!   

 

                      Maths 
Our learning this term has covered measurement 
(length, mass and capacity), perimeter, time, 2D and 
3D shapes and angles. We have been applying our 
knowledge to different types of questions in order to 
improve our reasoning skills. We have also been 
spending a  lot of time solving word problems linked 
to our learning and improving our times table 
knowledge through our weekly times tables test, and 
through games, such as The Times Tables Train and 
Around the World (our favourites!). 

 

Topic 
In our topic lessons, we have been looking at Water, 
including; the 3 states of water, the water cycle and 
how rain and clouds are formed. We have really 
enjoyed learning key terminology, such as 
evaporation, condensation and precipitation, and 
understanding why the water is vita l for all life on 
Earth. 

 

Science 
In our Science lessons, we have been studying plants and their functions. We’re 
currently undertaking an experiment to find out what plants need to survive (some of 
us are leaving plants in the dark, some are not feeding the plant water and others are 
over-feeding the plant water). We are excited to find out analyse the results of our 
investigation,  and present them using the scientific  language we have learnt along the 
way. 

 

P.E. 
We are currently enjoying our swimming lessons where we are learning key skills and 
practising swimming lengths using different strokes. We are also learning gymnastics 



where we are putting together routines which involve a range of balances and shapes, 
as well as learning to use all parts of our bodies when travelling in different ways.  

 

We also  enjoy our weekly Computing, PSHE, RE, Music/Spanish and Values lessons.  


